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Direct imaging or counting of RNA molecules has been

difficult owing to its relatively low electron density for EM

and insufficient resolution in AFM. Bacteriophage phi29

DNA-packaging motor is geared by a packaging RNA

(pRNA) ring. Currently, whether the ring is a pentagon

or hexagon is under fervent debate. We report here the

assembly of a highly sensitive imaging system for direct

counting of the copy number of pRNA within this 20-nm

motor. Single fluorophore imaging clearly identified the

quantized photobleaching steps from pRNA labeled with a

single fluorophore and concluded its stoichiometry within

the motor. Almost all of the motors contained six copies of

pRNA before and during DNA translocation, identified by

dual-color detection of the stalled intermediates of motors

containing Cy3-pRNA and Cy5-DNA. The stalled motors

were restarted to observe the motion of DNA packaging

in real time. Heat-denaturation analysis confirmed that

the stoichiometry of pRNA is the common multiple of 2

and 3. EM imaging of procapsid/pRNA complexes clearly

revealed six ferritin particles that were conjugated to each

pRNA ring.
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Introduction

One striking feature in the assembly of linear dsDNA

viruses is that their lengthy genome is translocated into the

limited space within the preformed protein coat and pack-

aged to near-crystalline density (Guo, 1994; Lin and Black,

1998; Cue and Feiss, 2001). This entropically unfavorable

DNA translocation task is accomplished by an ATP-driven

motor involving two nonstructural components with specific

characteristics typical of ATPases (Guo et al, 1987b; Catalano

et al, 1995). Phi29 DNA-packaging motor and its components

have the potential to be used as parts in nanotechnology

and as a gene delivery vehicle for cancer treatment (Guo et al,

2003; Guo, 2005; Khaled et al, 2005) and viral infections

(Hoeprich et al, 2003). This essential viral replication step

has also been investigated in the quest for new antiviral

drugs (Zhang et al, 1995; Trottier et al, 1997; Bogner, 2002).

Driving phi29’s DNA-packaging motor involves RNA mole-

cules, called pRNA (packaging RNA) (Guo et al, 1987a). The

crystal structure of the phi29 connector has been reported

(Simpson et al, 2000; Guasch et al, 2002). Direct force

measurements of the phi29 motor constructed in vitro (Guo

et al, 1986) have shown that the packaging motor of phi29

is among the most powerful biomotors constructed to

date, producing forces up to 57 pN under an external load

(Smith et al, 2001). Its DNA-packaging rate is estimated to be

2 bp per hydrolyzed ATP (Guo et al, 1987b). A major goal

in investigation of the phi29 motor is to understand the

mechanical and physical behavior of the motor complex

and individual motor components. It has been proposed

that the mismatch and relative motion between the five-fold

procapsid vertexes (Bazinet and King, 1985) and the six-fold

connector (a 12-subunit complex) produced a force to drive a

rotation motor to stuff DNA (Hendrix, 1978; Chen and Guo,

1997). To make two rings move relatively, at least one

additional component is needed to provide a propelling

force. There were discrepancies regarding the stoichiometry

and the foothold of pRNA as well as which component is

stationary and which is moving. One model suggested that

pRNA is the moving component and six copies of pRNA bind

to the connector and work sequentially (Chen and Guo,

1997). Another model proposed that a pentameric pRNA

ring binds to the vertex of the pentameric capsid structure

(Simpson et al, 2000). Recently, it was found that the foothold

for pRNA is not the capsid protein, and that pRNA binds

to the N-termini of connector (Xiao et al, 2005; Sun et al,

2006) that was confirmed to have 12 copies of gp10 (Jimenez

et al, 1986; Guasch et al, 2002). It has also been revealed

that pRNA contains two functional domains (Reid et al,

1994; Zhang et al, 1994), one is the central region of pRNA

that binds to the connector and the other locates at the

50/30 paired ends that bind to the DNA-packaging enzyme

gp16 (Lee and Guo, 2006). Currently, it is still under fervent

debate whether the pRNA ring contains six (Chen and Guo,

1997; Guo et al, 1998; Zhang et al, 1998; Chen et al, 2000;

Ibarra et al, 2000; Fang et al, 2005; Robinson et al, 2006)

or five copies of pRNA (Simpson et al, 2000; Morais et al,

2001, 2005).

The size of most biomacromolecules, including the phi29

motor, is of nanometer scale, which is too small to be

detected and resolved by conventional optical microscopy.
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that are sensitive enough to measure single molecules has

brought about a new era in biomechanical research (Svoboda

and Block, 1994; Weiss, 1999; Dohoney and Gelles, 2001;

Purcell et al, 2005).

Single-molecule detection allows one to understand

the structure–function relation for individual biomolecules,

as opposed to the ensemble average that is obtained by

measurements involving a large population of homogenous

molecules that are motionless or require synchronous motion

(Vale et al, 1996; Ishijima et al, 1998; Ha, 2001; Rueda et al,

2004). Single-molecule approaches allow for direct observa-

tion of physical behavior and provide answers to many

questions, such as: how is chemical energy converted into

physical motion (Adachi et al, 2000; Hirono-Hara et al, 2001;

Yasuda et al, 2001); how is force generated (Svoboda and

Block, 1994); how is molecule structure involved in chemical

reactions (Zhuang et al, 2000; Ha et al, 2002); how does the

motion start and continue without interruption; how do

different motor parts respond to applied force (Chemla

et al, 2005); and how do conformational changes relate to

the production of force (Chemla et al, 2005; Jankowsky, 2005;

Myong et al, 2005; Rondelez et al, 2005; Seidel et al, 2005).

Some of these questions have already been addressed by

single-molecule approaches, specifically for RNA ribozyme

(Zhuang et al, 2000), helicase (Ha et al, 2002), RNA poly-

merase (Wang et al, 1998), and other molecular motors such

as myosin (Finer et al, 1994), kinesin (Svoboda and Block,

1994; Hess et al, 2002), and F1-ATPase (Adachi et al, 2000).

Discovering the answers to these questions will make it

possible to elucidate the properties of biomotors and other

biological machines, and will also help in the design of novel

nanodevices as well as the imitation of natural ones (Soong

et al, 2000; Tomishige et al, 2002; Bringmann et al, 2004;

Fletcher et al, 2005; Pomerantz et al, 2005). Here, we report

the application of single-molecule approaches to directly

observe the translocation of phi29 DNA, and to determine

the stoichiometry of one of the vital motor components,

pRNA.

Results and discussion

Design and assembly of customized single-molecule

dual-viewing total internal reflection fluorescence

imaging system with a top prism

The phi29 DNA-packaging motor is in a few tens of nano-

meter scale, which is beyond the resolution of conventional

optical microscopy. We designed and assembled a custom-

built imaging system (Figure 1) to detect a single pRNA

molecule that was labeled with a single fluorescent dye and

to determine the stoichiometry of pRNA in the phi29 DNA-

packaging motor. This system includes a customized laser

combiner; an optical fiber to deliver multiple laser beams; a

dual-view imager to separate the emitted fluorescence signals

of different wavelengths to facilitate the signal analysis; a

cooling system of �701C to reduce background noise; a

detector with electron multiplier; and a prism located at the

top of the perfusion chamber instead of at the bottom, thus

reducing the possible influence of both the background

noise in solution and the leakage to the objective lens of

the reflected laser light. Owing to these modifications,

this system produces strong and stable signals with extremely

low background noise for the detection of single fluorophores

on pRNA.

Counting of pRNA on procapsid/pRNA complex using

single-molecule dual-viewing total internal reflection

fluorescence imaging system with a top prism

To determine the stoichiometry of pRNA for each DNA-

packaging motor, it is critical to know (1) how many copies

of pRNA bind to the procapsid before DNA packaging and (2)

how many copies of pRNA are working on the motor during

the DNA translocation process.

Before assessing the copy number of pRNA on the active

motor (see section Counting of pRNA on the motor that was

actively translocating DNA), the copy number of pRNA on

the procapsid before initiation of DNA packaging was inves-

tigated. Each wild-type pRNA molecule was labeled with one

Cy3 fluorophore and purified before attachment to the pro-

capsid of the phi29 DNA-packaging motor (Figure 2A). The

portion of fluorescent pRNA with energizable Cy3 fluoro-

phore that can produce quantized photobleaching steps was

about 7073%, as determined by spectrometer and empirical

titration (see section In vitro synthesis of fluorescent pRNA

and titration of pRNA-labeling efficiency). Purified Cy3-pRNA

was biologically active in procapsid binding and DNA packa-

ging, as evidenced by in vitro phi29 virion assembly (Lee and

Guo, 1995). Purified procapsid/pRNA complexes containing

Cy3-pRNA were imaged by single-molecule dual-viewing

total internal reflection fluorescence imaging system with

a top prism (SMDV-TIRF), after immobilization in a per-

fusion chamber through anti-procapsid IgG (Figure 2B).

Photobleaching events were recorded. The Cy3-containing

procapsid/pRNA complexes appeared as distinct bright spots

with an even and dark background under the microscope.

The change of fluorescence intensity for each spot with time

revealed a distribution in 1–6 steps of photobleaching (Figure

3Aa–f). With each spot representing one procapsid/pRNA

complex, the height of each step was almost equal within
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Figure 1 Setup of the SMDV-TIRF.
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each motor, indicating that each step came from the photo-

bleaching of a single Cy3 molecule.

A total of 1736 spots were analyzed and grouped by the

number of steps. In the resulting histogram showing the

photobleaching steps (Figure 3B), the number above each

column indicates the total counts of events for each group

with the specific number of steps. The comparisons of

empirical data with parameters predicted from the four

models are presented in Figure 3C (see section Statistical

analysis). There were some rare events showing more than

six steps, which could be due to the nonspecific aggregation.

This low count is insignificant and negligible compared to the

counts at steps equal to or less than six.

When the procapsid/pRNA complexes were constructed

with RNA dimers (Guo et al, 1998; Chen et al, 2000), which

were composed of one Cy3-pRNA I and one Cy5-pRNA II

(Figure 4A), dual-color fluorescence images were obtained

as shown in Figure 4B. Most of the fluorescent spots showed

yellow color, resulting from the overlay from red (Cy5 signal)

and green (Cy3 signal). The colors are pseudo-color repre-

sentations of the fluorescence. This revealed that most of the

procapsids contained both Cy3-pRNA I and Cy5-pRNA II, as

the pRNA was expected to bind to procapsids in a manner

similar to its dimeric form (Chen et al, 2000). Fluorescence

intensity change with time for each yellow spot was plotted to

show photobleaching steps for Cy3- and Cy5-pRNA sepa-

rately. Figure 4D shows a typical three steps of photobleach-

ing in both Cy3 signal (green) and Cy5 signal (red) for the

yellow spots analyzed. The count for each specific number

of photobleaching steps for Cy3-pRNA I is summarized and

compared with theoretical prediction by the histograms in

Figure 4C.

Statistical analysis

Current debate on the mechanism of pRNA function focuses

on whether the pRNA ring is a hexamer or pentamer.

To address this, different models were proposed for the

distribution in photobleaching steps. These models were

evaluated from the z-score (relative distribution of the

measurements) and P-value (observed significance level) in

model fittings for the distribution of photobleaching

steps (see section Statistical analysis of models for pRNA

stoichiometry). The following four models from A to D were

tested:

Algorithm for modeling and computation:

Hexamer (N=6) (ModelA)

 Built from dimer 

Pentamer (N=5) (Model B) 

pRNA ring:

Hexamer (N=6) (Model C) 

Built from monomer 

Pentamer (N=5) (Model D)

The 70% Cy3 labeling efficiency of this batch of pRNA

was used for model predictions. In Figure 3C, the empirical

distribution for procapsid/Cy3-pRNA complexes was com-

pared with statistical models A–D. The z-score and P-value

(Table I) indicate the fitting quality; the lower the z-score

or the higher the P-value, the better the fitting. The

data revealed that only the model for a hexamer assembled

from dimers was reasonable, with a relatively small z-score

(2.8) and a relatively large P-value (0.2%). The other three

models (see section Statistical analysis of models for pRNA

Figure 2 Experiment design for single-molecule imaging. (A) pRNA with a fluorescent label at its 50 end. (B) Experimental design for
quantized photobleaching of fluorescent pRNA in procapsid/pRNA complexes. (C) Experimental design for quantized photobleaching of dual-
labeled DNA-packaging intermediates containing Cy3-pRNA and Cy5-DNA.
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stochiometry) were excluded as the corresponding z-scores

are large and P-values are extremely small. Statistical analysis

led to the conclusion that the pRNA ring is a hexamer that is

assembled from dimers.

Owing to the partial degradation and incomplete labeling

of RNA, the number of motors that appear to have five

photobleaching steps far exceeds those that show six

steps, as shown in Figure 3B. Such an inclination toward

the side of the smaller copy number might lead to the

conclusion of a lesser stoichiometry by the other imaging

methods, and could lead to the misconception that the

pRNA copy number in the active phi29 motor is five instead

of six.

Counting of pRNA on the motor that was actively

translocating DNA

One argument for the discrepancy of the pRNA hexamer and

pentamer is that pRNA might assemble onto the procapsid as

a hexamer before DNA packaging, but one pRNA of the

hexameric ring might be shifted out of the ring or eliminated

(Simpson et al, 2000). Model B in section Statistical analysis

represents the hypothesis that three of the dimers were

assembled into procapsids as hexamer and one of the

pRNA diffused away. Even though this model was excluded

by statistics (see section Statistical analysis), it is still im-

portant to count the copy number of pRNA on the motor that

is actively packaging DNA. To ensure that the DNA packaging
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Figure 3 Photobleaching analysis of procapsid/Cy3-pRNA complex. (A) Plots of fluorescence intensity versus time for Cy3-pRNA in
procapsid/pRNA complexes that showed one, two, three, four, five, and six steps in photobleaching. The intensity was plotted in arbitrary
units. (B) Empirical histogram of procapsid/Cy3-pRNA complex showing the distribution frequency of 1736 spots grouped by steps of
quantized photobleaching. (C) Statistic model fitting of empirical histogram of photobleaching steps. The empirical data were compared with
model predictions. (a) Model A; (b) Model B; (c) Model C; (d) Model D.
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for procapsid was initiated but not completed, and the motor

was in its active intermediate state of DNA translocation, the

distal left EcoRI fragment of phi29 genome was used as a

packaging substrate. This fragment was only half the length

of the phi29 genomic DNA and contained all packaging

signals, including the terminal protein gp3 (Grimes and

Anderson, 1989; Blanco et al, 1994), whereas its right end

was ligated with a short single-stranded DNA oligo conju-

gated with a Cy5 (or biotin, see the next section). In this case,

the DNA packaging was halted by the single-stranded region

(Moll and Guo, 2005) or by non-hydrolyzable g-S-ATP (Shu

and Guo, 2003) (see section Direct observation of DNA

translocation). The DNA-packaging intermediates with par-

tially packaged and partially protruding single-stranded DNA

were isolated by sucrose gradient sedimentation (Shu and

Guo, 2003) (Figure 5A) to separate them from the free pRNA,

free DNA, and the procapsid/pRNA complexes that did not

contain DNA. In addition to Cy5 labeling in DNA, each pRNA

in these intermediates was labeled with Cy3 (Figure 2C).

The purified intermediates were confirmed by colocali-

zation of Cy5-DNA and Cy3-pRNA with SMDV-TIRF using

dual-color images (Figure 5Bb, inset). The green spots repre-

sent procapsids/Cy3-pRNA that did not contain Cy5-conju-

gated DNA; the red spots represent procapsids containing

Cy5-DNA with unlabeled pRNA; the yellow spots represent

procapsids containing both Cy3-pRNA and Cy5-DNA, which

are the DNA-packaging intermediates (Figure 5Bb, inset).

The distribution of the yellow spots (intermediates) and

red spots (Cy5-DNA) among the gradient fractions was

plotted (Figure 5A). Confirmation that these intermediates

contained DNA was supported by the finding that the peak

representing Cy5-DNA in the intermediates overlaps with

the peak representing the dual-labeled intermediates in the

gradient (Figure 5Ac).

The copy number of pRNA in the DNA-packaging inter-

mediates was determined by photobleaching assay. In this

case, only the dual-color spots (yellow spots), signifying

the presence of both pRNA and DNA, were analyzed. The

histogram of photobleaching steps of Cy3-pRNA reveals that

the distribution matched the profile predicted by the pRNA

hexamer model (N¼ 6), but did not match the profile pre-

dicted with the pRNA pentamer model (N¼ 5) (Figure 5B).

Direct observation of DNA translocation

To ensure that the functional intermediates were isolated,

non-hydrolyzable g-S-ATP was used to stall the motor (Shu

and Guo, 2003). After attaching to a slide coated with anti-

procapsid IgG, the motor function was restored by addition

of ATP, and observed at real time by fluorescence microscopy.

In this case, a biotin moiety was attached to the distal right

end of the phi29 genomic DNA and linked to a fluorescent

streptavidin-coated microsphere, which was observed by

fluorescence microscopy (Figure 6A) and its motion was
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Table I Parameters in statistical analysis

Z P a b c d e f

Dimer
A. N¼ 6 2.8 2.2�10�3 0 0 1 n/a n/a n/a
B. N¼ 5 144 8.8�10�4545 0 0 1 n/a n/a n/a

Monomer
C. N¼ 6 13 3.2�10�38 0.015 0.045 0.058 0.070 0.161 0.651
D. N¼ 5 160 1.6�10�5567 0.010 0.016 0.048 0.113 0.813 n/a

Summarized results for model fitting, showing the z score, P-value and predicted fraction of procapsids that have (a) 1, (b) 2 or (c) 3 pRNA
dimers bound in dimer models; predicted fraction of procapsids that have (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5 or (f) 6 pRNA bound in monomer
models.
n/a: not applicable.
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analyzed in x, y and z dimensions. Without the addition of

ATP, microspheres exhibited a mainly linear and unchanging

Brownian motion. In contrast, when the restart solution with

ATP was added, DNA migration caused the attached micro-

sphere to show a gradual reduction in swing range (Figure

6Ca and b). Finally, the motion stopped owing to the physical

restriction of DNA being completely packaged and appeared

under the CCD camera as a zero distance change from the

reference origin. This provides conclusive evidence that the

intermediates demonstrate a true DNA-packaging event and

further indicates that the motors within the DNA-containing

procapsid were functional in DNA translocation.

Direct observation of pRNA–ferritin complexes on

procapsid by EM

Ferritin is a spherical multisubunit protein about 11 nm in

diameter. It has an iron core, which makes it electron-dense

and a useful label for transmission electron microscopy. For

stoichiometric investigation, the ferritin was conjugated with

streptavidin to facilitate binding to the biotin at the 30 end of

pRNA. Procapsids with six ferritin molecules were observed

(Figure 7), providing further evidence that the stoichiometry

of pRNA was six.

pRNA trimer had the highest activity and was the most

sensitive to heat dissociation, followed by the dimer

and then the monomer

Previous studies have revealed that both the engineered

pRNA dimer and trimer are active in phi29 DNA packaging

(Guo et al, 1998; Zhang et al, 1998), strongly suggesting

that the stoichiometry of pRNA on the procapsid is an even

number, or the common multiple of 2 and 3, thus automati-

cally excluding 5 as a possible value. It could be argued that

the dimer or trimer serves only as one active building unit,

allowing for 10 (five dimers) or 15 (five trimers) to bind the

procapsid (if it were a pentamer). It is necessary to confirm

that: (1) the purified pRNA dimer (assembly pathway model 1;

Figure 8Aa) or trimer (assembly pathway model 2; Figure 8Ab)

alone can serve as true intermediates to assemble virion, (2)

each pRNA in the dimer or trimer plays its role and (3) the ring

is not composed of 10 or 15 (multiples of 5) pRNAs when the

pRNA dimer or trimer is used. The purified pRNA dimer and

trimer were compared with the pRNA monomer (present in

solution as a mixture of equal molar concentrations of mono-

meric building blocks) for their sensitivities to heat dissocia-

tion. If the trimer and dimer were not true intermediates in

motor assembly but served as only one unit, the activity of

pRNA would be increased after dissociation into monomers as

the molar concentration would increase two- or three-fold,

respectively, after heat dissociation, which does not interfere

with pRNA monomer activity. Figure 8B shows that the trimer

is the most sensitive to heat dissociation, whereas monomers

are not significantly affected by heat dissociation and dimers

fall in between. These results further indicate that both dimers

and trimers are stable and can serve as true intermediates in

viral DNA packaging. The dimeric and trimeric pRNA served

as two- or three-unit entities, respectively, in DNA packaging.

Given that 6 is the least common multiple of 2 and 3

(representing dimer and trimer), this further confirms that

the stoichiometry of pRNA in the phi29 motor is six.
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and Cy5-DNA. (A) Distribution of the DNA-packaging intermediates in sucrose gradient. (a) Distribution of yellow spots resulted from overlay
of Cy3 and Cy5. (b) Distribution of red spot intermediates with single Cy5 label on DNA. (c) Comparison of the distribution of red spots (Cy5-
DNA) and yellow spots (intermediates with pRNA and DNA). (B) Comparison of the empirical group distribution (b) with the predicted
distribution of hexamer (N¼ 6) or pentamer (N¼ 5) (a). Inset: a typical pseudo-color image of the dual-labeled intermediates. Red represents
Cy5, green represents Cy3, and yellow represents overlay from Cy3 and Cy5.
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Materials and methods

Setup of SMDV-TIRF
The microscope setup is depicted in Figure 1. An Olympus IX71
inverted microscope was used with a � 60 objective (PlanApo,
NA¼ 1.4, oil immersion) to collect fluorescence signal. Signal was
recorded with an Andor iXon 887 V EMCCD camera (Andor
Technology). For dual-color fluorescence imaging, both 638 nm
(laser 1) and 532 nm (laser 2) beams were delivered by the laser
combiner for simultaneous excitation. Fluorescence signals were
collected through the objective and split to Cy3 and Cy5 channels
through Dual-ViewTM imager (Optical Insights, LLC). After the
blueprint was designed, the mounting parts for the assembly of the
prism on the top of the stage were instrumentally fabricated by
the machine shop in the College of Engineering at Purdue.

In vitro synthesis of fluorescent pRNA and titration
of pRNA-labeling efficiency
Methods for 50-end labeling of pRNA with a single chemical group
have been reported (Garver and Guo, 2000; Huang, 2003; Guo et al,
2006). Such labeling (Figure 2A) was achieved with in vitro
transcription by T7 RNA polymerase using dsDNA templates

containing the T7 class II promoter (Ø2.5) in the presence of
2 mM Cy3- or Cy5-AMP labeled with a single fluorophore. Single
AMP can be used by the polymerase only for initiation and not
chain extension, which requires a triphosphate. This method
ensures that each pRNA contains only one Cy3 or Cy5 at its 50

end. Electrophoresis under denatured condition was used to
separate and purify the labeled pRNA from the unlabeled pRNA.
After cutting the band out of the gel and elution, homogeneous
pRNA with one Cy3 (or Cy5) was obtained, as determined by gel
electrophoresis of the purified products. RNA concentration was
determined by a UV/Vis spectrophotometer (Beckman DU530) at an
OD 260, whereas Cy3 concentration was obtained by measuring the
absorbance at 550 nm (e550 nm¼ 150 000). Labeling efficiency was
calculated as the molar concentration of Cy3 divided by the molar
concentration of pRNA. This efficiency was also confirmed by
binomial distribution in photobleaching steps of Cy3-pRNA dimers
incubated with the DNA-packaging components in the absence of
purified procapsid. The portion of energizable Cy3 fluorophore that
can produce quantized photobleaching steps was determined
specifically for each batch of pRNA and was found to be 7073%.

Photobleaching assay of procapsid/fluorescent pRNA
complexes
Procapsid/fluorescent pRNA complexes were isolated from free
pRNA by 5–20% sucrose gradient sedimentation with Beckman
SW55 rotor for 35 min at 35 000 r.p.m. The purified procapsid/
fluorescent pRNA complexes were immobilized on the surface of a
perfusion chamber by anti-procapsid IgG (Proteintech Group Inc.)
(Figure 2B). Excess procapsid/pRNA complexes were removed by
washing. The focused beam was about 150� 50 mm. The concen-
tration of the samples was adjusted to show discrete fluorescing
spots in the images. Laser power was adjusted to be 8 mW to
photobleach the fluorophore at a reasonable speed so that the steps
of photobleaching were easily distinguished. Sequential images
were taken with an exposure time of 200–400 ms at 1 s intervals.
The recorded movies were analyzed by the computer program of
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Figure 7 Negatively stained EM images of procapsids containing
pRNA conjugated with ferritin.
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Kinetic Imaging (Andor Technology) to give the plots of fluores-
cence intensity versus time for each spot.

Fluorescent labeling of the EcoRI fragment of phi29 DNA
The left EcoRI fragment of phi29 DNA-gp3 was purified and then ligated
with a synthetic DNA fragment containing the EcoRI sticky end with
a Cy5 tag attached to the extended single-stranded DNA. For labeling
with fluorescent beads, biotinylated DNA-gp3 was prepared as des-
cribed above, with oligonucleotides containing a biotin moiety instead
of Cy5. All labeled DNAs were purified from gel to homogeneity.

Photobleaching assay of dual-labeled DNA-packaging
intermediates
Methods for the isolation of DNA-packaging intermediates have
been described (Shu and Guo, 2003). Photobleaching assay on
purified active intermediates was carried out with a similar
approach as for procapsid/pRNA complexes. The distribution of
the intermediates in sucrose gradient was determined by counting
the red (representing Cy5-DNA) and yellow (representing motors
containing both Cy3-pRNA and Cy5-DNA) spots within the
microscopic field of view for samples from each gradient fraction.

Direct observation of DNA translocation
The stalled packaging intermediates containing biotinylated DNA
were prepared by using non-hydrolyzable g-S-ATP (Shu and Guo,
2003). The intermediates were then immobilized to perfusion

chambers built from glass slides and coverslips (Figure 6A). The
0.53mm fluorescent streptavidin microspheres (Bangs Laboratories
Inc.) were bound to the protruding, biotinylated DNA end of the
intermediates. After restarting the packaging reaction by adding
gp16 and ATP (Shu and Guo, 2003), an individual DNA-packaging
event was observed. Epi-illumination was used. Sequential images
with 8-bit digital resolution were recorded at 1 frame per second for
600 s. The pixel resolution of the images was 0.26mm/pixel.

Computer analysis of DNA translocation
To confirm DNA migration and to distinguish the DNA-packaging
event from nonspecific Brownian motion, the images recorded were
analyzed with Andor Tracker software (Andor Technology). For the
first step of the analysis, the movement trajectory of the micro-
sphere was traced on a computer and pixilated in the x and y
directions, during the course of packaging. The second step of the
analysis was to plot the travel distance (pixels) to a reference point
in the image versus time (s).

Direct observation of ferritin–pRNA complex by EM
The pRNA-ferritin conjugates were prepared by hybridizing an
oligo, which was linked to one ferritin particle to its 50 end, with the
26-nucleotides that extended from the 30 end of the pRNA. By
changing the molar ratio of the nucleotide and the particle, the
conjugate, composed of only one ferritin per pRNA, was isolated by
a single band excited from agarose gel, and attached to procapsid.
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of dimer and trimer’ indicates that higher pRNA concentrations result in a smaller effect of heating, as dimer and trimer could reform again
quickly after denaturation at high concentrations.
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The pRNA–ferrin complexes not bound to the procapsid were
removed by ultracentrifugation before negative-stained EM.

Biochemical assay of specific activity for monomer, dimer,
and trimer
pRNA was heated to 901C and purified from a denaturing gel before
being assembled into a dimer or trimer to ensure that all RNA
molecules in the population did not contain single-stranded nicks.
The dimer and trimer were separated from monomer by purification
with 8% native polyacrylamide gel in TBM buffer (89 mM Tris,
200 mM boric acid, 5 mM MgCl2, pH 7.6). Before the activity assay,
the purity and ‘intactness’ (without nicks) of each sample was
re-examined after heating at 901C by denaturing gel. To compare
the motor assembly and DNA-packaging activities, the monomer,
dimer, and trimer were subjected to serial dilution in TMS. Each
dilution was divided into two parallel groups. Group one was
heated to 901C to dissociate the dimer (or trimer) into monomer and
the other remained as an unheated dimer or trimer. The activity of
pRNA for each group was titrated with the in vitro phi29 assembly
system (Lee and Guo, 1995).

Statistical analysis of models for pRNA stoichiometry
The statistical analysis included three steps.

Step 1, modeling. Statistical models were setup in a way such
that each model is totally specified except for a few unknown
parameters.

Step 2, fitting models. The observed data from the experiment were
used to fit each model and obtain an estimate for each parameter.

Step 3, evaluating models. All four models were evaluated using the
estimated parameters. The model that best fits the empirical data
was accepted, with all others rejected. It was then concluded
whether the pRNA ring is more likely to be a hexamer or a
pentamer.

For the first step, four models were utilized as shown in
Figure 3C. Model A and C stand for hexamer models, whereas
model B and D stand for pentamer models. Model A and B also
stand for a model with pRNA ring assembled from the dimers.
Similarly, model C and D also stand for another model with the
pRNA ring assembled from monomers.

For the second step, it was considered that only the fluorescent
RNAs labeled with the dye Cy3 were observable and could be
counted. Empirical data provide the observed fraction of procapsids
containing exactly i molecules of Cy3, where i¼ 1, 2,y, 6, out of
the total number of observed procapsids that contain at least one
Cy3 molecule (Figure 3B). By assuming a few unknown parameters
and using the model specified above, mathematical formulas were
developed to predict the fraction with i fluorescent pRNA, where
1pip6. Comparing the observed fraction and the predicted
fraction, statistical analysis was carried out to determine which
set of parameters is the best-fit for the empirical data.

To describe the mathematical formulas in detail, we focused on
model A (N¼ 6, assembled from dimer). Similar approaches were
carried out for the other three models. For model A, N¼ 6, and each
procapsid could contain 0, 1, 2, or 3 dimers. First, as empty
procapsids are never observable, it was proposed that among non-
empty procapsids, the fractions of those that contain 1, 2, and 3
dimers are a, b, and c; clearly, aþ bþ c¼ 1 or c¼ 1�a�b. It was
found previously that the binding of pRNA to procapsid is
cooperative with a Hill constant of 2.5 (Chen et al, 2000); therefore,
apbpc. Second, suppose that there is a total of k RNA in the
procapsid. As the labeling efficiency is 70%, the number of

fluorescent dye Cy3 is distributed as binomial (k, 0.7), for example,

the chance of having exactly i Cy3 equals
k
i

� �
0.7i� 0.3k�i.

Next, for 0pip6, denote fi as the fraction of procapsids
containing exactly i molecules of Cy3. The observation in the above
paragraph enables the calculation of fi explicitly. As an example,
suppose i¼ 1: then, 1 Cy3 on a procapsid can contain 1, 2, or 3
dimers, making the total fraction of procapsids having 1 Cy3 equal to

f1ða; bÞ ¼ a
2

1

� �
0:7�0:3 þ b

4

1

� �
0:7�0:33 þ ð1 � a � bÞ

6

1

� �
0:7�0:35

Last, note that a procapsid containing 0 molecules of Cy3 (although
it can have several pRNA) can never be observed, allowing the
predicted fractions to be written as

fi
1 � f0

¼
fiða; bÞ

1 � f0ða; bÞ
; 1pip6

The criterion of mean-squared error (MSE) was used to locate which
pairs of (a,b) is the best-fit with the empirical data. The MSE is
defined as the average squares of discrepancy between the obser-
vable fraction and the predicted fraction, which is a function of (a,b):

MSEða;bÞ ¼
1

6

X6

i¼1

yi �
fiða;bÞ

1 � f0ða;bÞ

� �2

where yi can be obtained from Figure 3B. A Matlab code was then
programmed to search which pairs of (a,b) gave the best-fit or the
smallest MSE value.

The next step was to use the fitted values to evaluate the model.
As the goal is to determine whether the pRNA ring is a hexamer or a
pentamer, the focus is on the fraction of six molecules of Cy3.
Suppose the pair of (a ¼ a

^
; b ¼ b

^
) gave the best-fit, by inserting

(a
^
; b
^

) back into the model, the z-score could be calculated as

z ¼
ffiffiffiffi
T

p y6 �
f6ða

^
; b
^
Þ

1 � f0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f6ða

^
; b
^
Þ

1 � f0ða
^
; b
^
Þ

1 �
f6ða

^
; b
^
Þ

1 � f0ða
^
; b
^
Þ

0
@

1
A

vuuut
where T is the total number of observed procapsids containing at
least one molecule of Cy3. The rationale behind the z-score is that,
when the model is accurate, z-score is approximately distributed as
standard Gaussian (i.e. N(0,1)) and should be relatively small. An
unusually large z-score implies that the model is not accurate.
Equivalently, the P-values were determined by P¼P{|N(0,1)|X|z|}.
An unusually small P-value implies that the model is not accurate.
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